This paper presents a summary of "The SRT-WEFA Soviet Econometric Model: Phase One Documentation," which examines the results of Phase ONE of work on an econometric model of the Soviet Union. In this paper, the research plan is explained, followed by a discussion of the structure of the model. The next section gives some results of the modelling effort, examining two hypothetical scenarios and including an ex-post forecast for 1973. The .mthors would also like to thaak the many Soviet specialists and rconometric specialists who took part in the three colloquia on the model held this past year.
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The object of our projt-ct is the construction of an econometric model of the Sovlt-t Union. M« tliat would serve as a flexible tool of policy analysis through the assessment of the impact of Soviet plans, other administrative instruments, and external stimuli on the Soviet economy, and through scenario simulation, and short-and medium-term forecasting.
In its nature, an econometric model of a given economy is a quantitative, mathematical depletion of its economic relationships as specified by economic analysis. In all, we presently have over 650 variables in our databank including data directly from the source, transformations of such data, and variables defined The second task involved the specification of the model. The basic structure of the model will be sketched out below (it is discussed in detail in Section 2 of our Report).
Here lot it be said that for the specification of the technical and behavioral relationships, we drew on the body of theoretical analysis of the Soviet economy, primarily that which has been developed in the West, but also that which * All mention to sections, appendices, etc., of the "repori." refer to a draft iinal report by D. W. Dreen and C. Higgins, "The SRI-WEFA Soviet Econometric Model: Phase One Documentation," SSC-TN-2970-1 (September 1974). In the fourth task, the model was sc Ived in the form of dynamic simulation.
In addition to the 113 endogenous variables-i.e., those solved within the model, we used 63 exogenous variables, whose values had to be set outside of the model. The factor supply block contains equations on employment, labor participation rates, urban-rural population, capital stock, and agricultural livestock and current purchases.
Fach of these sub-groups requires, of course, a different specification.
As an example of one of these specifications, the labor participation rate and urbanrural distrihuflon ol population are specified as dependent upon wage differentials, relative housing scarcities, and past harvests.
In the production function block, we have estimated a production function, relating output to the levels or inputs, for each of the five production sectors.
The we successfully applied a two-step procedure: (1) a production function for "pnlcniial output" was obtained bv connecting agricultural output peaks, (2) deviation from "potential output" were then related to two weather indexes and to certain measures of factor input intensities.
In the invostincnt funct ion 1)1 ock, we have again estimated a function for each of tin-production sectors, with an additional separate investment function for the housing sector
The investment functiorBin our model, in general, relate current v«ar'.'; investment to t lie previous year's investment, planned budget financing, the level ol grou profits, budget outlays on defense, and the current and preceding harvests 01 special note is the "crisis response" of investment in agriculture in the viar I ol lowing a harvest lalhre. We also have estimated a series of sectoral Inventory equations, which for comparative purposes are not included here, but are included in the residual analysis block.
In regard to the income, wage and price block, money income of households is delermined largely by employment and money wage rates, with adjustments for transfer payments and direct taxes The (long-run) real wage is generally related to changes in productivity with large adjustments in years of major wage reforms; money wages ar-influenced by past price«. Current non-food prices are essentially marked-up on the industri.-»! niomv wage, and food prices are modelled to reflect short-run scare ilies
The consumption function block contains an overall consumption equation, and soparatc equations for the four consumption sub-categories. Consumption expenditures are related to disposable' income and are subjected to supply constraints from agricultural and industrial production We experimented with alternative equations which are more supply determined: consumption as an end-use residual, and as determined through delivery variables calculated from an aggregated version of the 1966 inputoulput table " ■" I "I '■ I JM I
In the foreign trade block, four trading regions are distinguished: the six CMKA Kast Huropoan economies, other centrally planned econonies, the developed West, and the less developed countries. Soviet exports and Imports, by the four regions and by several commodity categories, are related primarily to levels of domestic and foreign production, and in a more limited way to prices. In the equal ion .or wheat imports from the developed West, Soviet harvest failures play a prominent role.
In the residual analysis block of the core, other end-use categorfes, including capital repair, inventory investment, science, and administration ire estimated.
We liave also estimated an equation for an end-use residual categovy, which concept nallv Includes state ^rain reserves, other undisclosed items, ruble-dollar conversion errors and statistical discrepancy. ^ .
- This variable was constructed to reflect a concentration of project completions toward the end ol a Fivo-Year-i'lan and spilling over Into the Initial year of the subsequent Flan, and it made special allowance for the Seven-Year-Flan (1959 -1965 . 
